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NSRC Mission and Goals
Introduction:
In 2008 and under SB 1892, the Florida Legislature created the State Data Center System
finding “that the most efficient and effective means of providing quality utility data processing
services to state agencies requires that computing resources be concentrated in quality facilities
that provide the proper security, infrastructure, and staff resources to ensure that the state's
data is maintained reliably, safely, and is recoverable in the event of a disaster. Efficiencies
resulting from such consolidation include the increased ability to leverage technological
expertise, hardware and software capabilities; increased savings through consolidated
purchasing decisions; and the enhanced ability to deploy technology improvements and
implement new policies consistently throughout the consolidated organization.”
Established in 2009, the Northwood Shared Resource Center (NSRC) is a Tier 2 leased facility
with many safety and security features that make it an ideal location for critical state
applications. On July 1, 2011, with the passing of Senate Bill 2098, the NSRC was transferred
administratively to the Department of Management Services. Although the NSRC is supported
by DMS in a number of its systemic operations, it is an independent entity within but not of
separation from its parent agency.

NSRC Mission:
To provide customers with consistent and secure computing power, expert support, creative
technology solutions, and continuity of service.

NSRC Goal:
The overall goal of the NSRC is to provide cost effective and efficient enterprise data processing
services that are reliable and secure to our customer agencies that provide core state business
functions directly to the citizens of the state or agencies that support the citizens.
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NSRC Goal, Objective, and Performance Projection Table
Goal:
The overall goal of the NSRC is to provide cost effective and efficient enterprise data processing
services that are reliable and secure to our customer agencies that provide core state business
functions directly to the citizens of the state or agencies that support the citizens.

Objective:
Reliably deliver an optimized and secure enterprise data processing infrastructure to NSRC
customer agencies.

Outcome:
Meet the targeted performance standards for the aggregate of all services identified within the
Service Catalog and Service-Level Agreements (SLAs) with the NSRC’s customers. This would
be overall average performance of 99.5% as the percentage of all service outage times divided
by the planned available time.

Baseline
FY 2011-12

FY 2013-14

FY 2014-15

FY 2015-16

FY 2016-17

FY 2017-18

99.4%

99.5%

99.5%

99.5%

99.5%

99.5%
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NSRC Linkage to Governor’s Priorities
Governor’s Priority #1 – Accountability Budgeting
NSRC’s Goal: Hold Government Accountable
Objective: Monitor and support the existing processing environment to ensure that
customer agency expectations are met or exceeded.
Objective: Ensure that all aspects of security are adequately addressed and
safeguard all assets of customer agencies.
Governor’s Priority #2 – Reduce Government Spending
NSRC’s Goal: Reduce State Spending
Objective: Lower cost of state technology through data center consolidation.
Objective: Standardize hardware and software.
Objective: Virtualize technology environment to reduce footprint.
Objective: Indirectly reduce overall state staff through consolidation.
Objective: Reduce state technology facilities through consolidation.
Objective: Make use of enterprise contracting and public and private partnerships to
increase services for our customers.
Objective: Increase efficiency in work systems to enhance service delivery.
Governor’s Priority #4 – Focus on Job Growth and Retention
NSRC’s Goal: Reliable Service Delivery
Objective: Recruit and make use of knowledgeable staff from consolidated agencies
moving to NSRC
NSRC’s Goal: Talent Creation and Development
Objective: Employ and retain a highly qualified workforce
Objective: Recognize members who are dependable, innovative, and effective
Objective: Provide opportunities and training for workforce to increase professional
knowledge and personal development
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Trends and Conditions Statement
I. Industry Trends and Conditions
The nation continues to suffer from a slow economic downturn caused initially by the financial
crisis of the sub-prime market. The impact has been rippling through every aspect of national
and state economies and ultimately to its citizenry. In response, government has embarked on
processes reflected in smaller, smarter government with the focus on reducing cost and
streamlining services.
Information technology plays a significant role supporting government entities in the delivery of
their services both in internal support systems and applications providing direct services to
NSRC customers. As a matter of fact, it’s rare to find any government entity not dependent in
some way on information technology services.
Significant budgets are allocated to information technology (IT), for good reason, and hence it is
logical to focus attention on developing strategies for assessing opportunities for cost
efficiencies and reduction in this arena.
At the same time, the maturity of technology provided ample opportunity for consolidation,
remote management, data sharing and enterprise approaches not previously available.
This section focuses on trends in both the market and in technology advancements that lend
them to cost reduction through efficiencies. It also highlights some risks associated with
developing trends that we have felt are noteworthy to include.

1) Negative Trends
a.

Greater emphasis on data availability and transparent use. Increased costs related
to providing data to many platforms, sometimes duplication and increased risk of abuse
or misuse.

b.

IT market opening up resulting in greater staff movement – higher percentage moving
within government and industry.

c.

Budget constraints causing a reduction in timely refreshes of equipment, increasing
risks and cost of ownership.

d.

Intellectual property reductions – retirement of staff with institutional knowledge are
leaving gaps in end-user application support areas making it more difficult to operate
existing systems and even greater risks in developing strategies for replacement.

e.

Legacy systems – budget reductions have resulted in the avoidance of replacement
strategies for legacy systems generally due to the high price tag and lack of internal
knowledge resources typically because these same resources are limited and devoted
to business continuity.
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f.

Lack of an enterprise view for sharing equipment oftentimes limited by
programmatic acquisition of equipment and proprietary use. Causes duplication of
hardware/software and higher cost of ownership.

g.

Complexity
of
data
centers
demands
greater
documentation
and
policies/procedures. However, in a budget reduced environment, the first thing that
typically suffers is attention to documentation in favor of providing service. Due to the
nature of the fast paced ever changing technology environment, it is difficult to balance
these demands.

h.

With the sharing of data across many platforms, the demand for Data Classification
has increased significantly. While the designation of data can be tedious the actual
application across all platforms represents a significant investment in time and
resources and usually revolves around a robust data management program.

i.

Out-sourcing of services and technology support platforms continues to be a topic.
This model works well when a sufficient and consistent funding stream has been
identified. Typical out-sourcing models can include long term commitments with
automatic refresh and enforces application software and hardware standards.
Variations from these standards can be quite expensive and/or limiting to the end-user.
Flexibility in responding to application changes made by end users can be limiting in
favor of change control and any adjustments requested to the standard process can be
an expensive upcharge. Also, once an environment is migrated to an out-sourcing
solution, it is very difficult to transition back to in-house resources. A trend in
government which accepts the associated risks tends to run application software and
hardware well beyond its projected life primarily due to shrinking or limited budgets.
While this is not recommended for in-house or out-sourced solutions, it is a typical
practice by governmental entities. The out-sourcing approach would require a change
in this paradigm and may not yield the cost savings expected over time and in most
cases well exceeds the current budget practice. Some of this can be mitigated by enduser discipline and adopting best business practices which often times conflicts with
state-rule-making enforced by system applications. Various levels of out-sourcing
should be considered on a case by case basis.

j.

Hardware refresh has slowed due to budget constraints. While this trend reduces
costs in the short term, it has hampered systems stability and consistent infrastructure
investment over time. This trend will result in a peak in demand for funding required for
refresh within the next two to three years. Lack of proper refresh cycles will increase
risk of hardware failure and service disruption, which would create a greater strain on
the support services needed to respond to more frequent failures. Lack of refresh
degrades the ability current support staff to properly plan and implement enhancements
in operations will impact the NSRC’s capability to create efficiencies. While pursuing
deferment of refresh may stave off current spending, it must be noted and properly
planned for in future years to avoid a misconception of excessive costs for the
technology environment.

k.

Security Vulnerabilities – with the increase in technology also comes the increase in
intrusions and abuse. Several million attempts to penetrate and subvert computer
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systems are tracked every day. Only a sophisticated and fully developed security
program will prevent and mitigate such treats.

2) Positive Trends
a. Consolidation of platforms and services is the greatest trend in the market place
driven by cost containment/reduction and efficiencies in operation. This approach has
proved very successful and should be pursued if at all possible. Obstacles to this
approach, especially in government, has been and continues to be the reluctance of
agencies to relinquish their proprietary hold over the operation consisting of fear of
abuse and loss of control. In addition, the provider of such services is oftentimes held
to a higher standard level of service than the agency itself might have provided. To
offset this, clear management commitment and financial support must accompany such
strategies to avoid a self-fulfilling prophecy. Agencies must understand that economies
of scale can only be achieved when platforms are shared and cooperate and
collaborate on these approaches.
b. Standardization of hardware and software will lower the overall cost of ownership and
create consistency in service levels. The enterprise must be able to set architecture
standards, and eventually systems development standards, in order to achieve the
greatest advances in savings. This is a long and iterative process which begins with
new projects and interjects in refresh cycles.
c. Tighter economy results in greater competition and better pricing within the vendor
community on providing goods and services.
d. Technology advances – greater versatility and flexibility.
e. More energy efficient equipment – reduced operating and cooling costs.
f.

Smaller technology footprint – increases utility use of the data center by providing
greater consolidation opportunities and more efficient use of expensive raised floor data
venter facilities.

g. Technology management tools are maturing providing greater management with
fewer staff. Although tools are more robust, they are sometimes complex and
expensive.
h. Out-sourcing of services and technology support platforms continues to be a topic of
discussion. This model works well when a sufficient and consistent funding stream has
been identified. Typical out-sourcing models include automatic refresh, application
software and hardware standards. Ascribing to this model forces equipment viability,
reduces risk, and standardizes services. Additional services can be expanded as
needed and be more responsive in most cases than governmental entities since private
corporations have greater flexibility in purchasing and hiring practices. A multitude of
out-sourcing options are available in the market-place and may provide great options
depending on the need. These should be viewed on a case by case basis since outsourcing options often include higher costs incorporating routine refresh, limiting
flexibility due to standards, and do not leverage extended equipment life scenarios.
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i.

Storage space is becoming exponentially cheaper which accommodates the explosion
and demand for data storage at a consistent cost containment factor resulting in
increased capability within existing spend level.

j.

Security programs – significant effort has been made in this area with solid security
protocols and software that allow for protections of the state data systems. These
provide the greatest defense, containment and mitigation strategies. The state has a
strong program in place and needs to continue its vigilance in continuing these
programs incorporating the latest technologies.

To assist in strategic planning, the NSRC has reviewed technology trends in the marketplace
including evaluating a number of the more significant trends and technology advancements with
regard to their possible applicability to our delivery of services. Emerging technologies are
those technologies that have the potential to provide significant benefits to the NSRC and its
customers resulting in efficiencies in operation and cost reduction. These technologies have
been proposed and selected for research and/or pilot studies.
Appendix A to this document (starting on page 36) focuses on specific technologies that the
NSRC believes could influence the utility services provided and are included on our roadmap for
change or expansion. This list of emerging technologies in Appendix A is not all encompassing,
but instead is made up of the lead technology meriting our short term attention, and includes the
following:

a. Software as a Service (SaaS)

k. Data Warehousing

b. Cloud Computing

l.

c. Security Tools

m. Email Archive/Records Management

d. Data Center Interconnect (DCI)

n. Energy Management

e. Data Loss Prevention

o. Virtual Tape Library

f.

p. Document Collaboration Tools
(e.g., SharePoint)

Data Center Network Fabric

g. Voice over IP (VoIP)
h. Server Virtualization
i.

Storage Virtualization

j.

Virtual Desktops

Smart/Thin Terminals

q. Centers of Excellence
(specializing skills to specific PDC)
r.

Disaster Recovery

s. Mainframe versus Distributed
Computing Environments
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II. NSRC Trends and Conditions
a. NSRC’s Statute Based Responsibilities
The NSRC has more than three dozen paragraphs enumerating its responsibilities in
282.203 (1) FS. However, the scope of NSRC’s primary responsibilities as based on
statute can be summarized in the following seven bulleted topics:


Serve customers as an information-system utility and custodian of related IT
resources, coordinating with customers in the consolidation of their data centers
within the NSRC, and providing utility IT services. [282.203 (1) (a), (b), (c), (l), and (m)]



Coordinate with Customer Agencies and the Administrative Support Agency to
identify cost projections for the next fiscal year to support the development of annual
legislative budget requests to cover the respective costs of needed data center
services. [282.203 (1) (d), and (k)]



Provide transparent fiscal statements to customers. [282.203 (1) (e)]



Annually provide the Board of Trustees with cost-reduction strategies that will not
reduce the levels of service. [282.203 (1) (f)]



Maintain the performance of the facility, including Board approved business
continuity planning with at least one live disaster recovery exercise annually. [282.203
(1) (g) and (h)]



Maintain Service-Level Agreements with each customer. [282.203 (1) (i)



Plan, design, and establish IT resources pilot projects and, when proven cost
effective and approved by the Board, implement enhancements in services. [282.203
(1) (j)].

b. Factors in Setting NSRC Priorities
Significant budgets are allocated to information technology (IT), and, for good reason, it
is logical to focus attention on how strategies and opportunities for cost efficiencies and
reduction are developed. In the case of the NSRC, the very elaborate governance
structure, with input from the committees established by the Board of Trustees, the
NSRC has developed recommendations and proposed initiatives that are submitted to
the Board of Trustees for consideration and ultimate approval. Many of the efficiency
projects or initiatives are simply designed to conclude and or enhance the consolidation
of individual customer IT services within a common or shared technology infrastructure
of the NSRC. In a number of cases, the full promise and benefits of consolidation
envisioned by Florida's elected leadership had not yet been obtained. Without an initial
investment in infrastructure, the first phase of consolidation has focused on moving
existing technology resources from agency data centers to a single shared resource
facility (e.g., the NSRC). While reductions in IT staff has allowed the state to realize
some savings, significant improvement will be obtained when the NSRC is able to
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migrate the various one-off technology implementations into a truly standardized and
consolidated shared technology infrastructure.
The NSRC management team is maintaining a close eye on state budgeting, individual
customer needs, and associated industry trends to help select priorities for candidate
projects and service enhancement that go the Board for review and approval. Industry
trends are discussed in detail below, as well as in Appendix A.

c. Addressing Needs and Priorities over the Next Five Years
While there are no proposed new programs and/or services in the coming year, the
NSRC has established a number of projects and efficiencies that are aimed at
enhancing operations and controlling costs through expansion of consolidation via
NSRC Enterprise Solutions. In addition, there is an effort to leverage synergies and
efficiencies across the PDCs where the NSRC is working and collaborating with the
SSRC to jointly select and procure wherever possible so that the both PDCs can
implement compatible technology solutions.
The objective is to enable the NSRC to do more and/or better with available resources in
an increasingly unified and/or simplified technical environment. These would, in large
part, encompass the following:


Replacement of multiple customer provided software tools with a single enterprise
wide solution;



Reduction in annual licensing costs and administrative burden associated with
maintaining fewer and less disparate software tools; and



Improving the systems specific expertise and overall operational efficiencies within
the staff.

1) Midrange Consolidation via Virtualized Servers
As one of the three State PDCs, the NSRC currently manages many disparate
servers and is looking to further capitalize on the benefits of virtualization to gain
economies of scale, operational effectiveness, and availability.
Our current
production VMware environment has reached maximum capacity and is no longer
concurrently maintainable. The current development VMware environment cluster is
reaching its end of life with average server age being six years old. The NSRC is
seeking a procurement designed to obtain a chassis-based, high density, blade
architectural solution to support a VMware-based virtual server environment. The
proposed solution will provide for high availability, high performance, flexibility, and
scalability.
The savings from this initiative will come from operational efficiencies that stem from
a high performance, highly available, flexible and scalable environment. Additionally,
hardware maintenance costs will be reduced as old equipment is retired and
standard and supported environments are introduced. Customer applications,
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including test and development environments, will be able to be logically separated
and managed as discrete components – yet with a common architectural view.
2) Mainframe Consolidation
The NSRC currently operates a mainframe environment and has been actively
seeking ways to reduce associated costs. Significant cost is related to the lease of
the equipment as well as expensive software to operate these environments.
Recently the NSRC completed an internal study to consolidate its existing mainframe
infrastructure with only a few options that could generate savings. The savings
estimated were small in comparison. Additional savings could come from migrating
to different mainframe software but would require a significant applications
conversion effort on the side of our customers/partners.
This year the NSRC is collaborating with its sister PDCs in an attempt to review the
mainframe needs across the PDCs in an effort to drive more substantial savings. The
NSRC would like to engage a vendor to review the current state of mainframes in the
state, suggest opportunities and develop a plan which could include creating centers
of excellence for supporting such environments reducing duplication in staffing
needed to support these environments. The return on investment would be in the
form of efficient management, reduced costs and support of the mainframe
environments.
3) Enterprise Backup
The NSRC has plans to implement an enterprise-class backup solution that will
eliminate duplication and multiple disk-based technologies. The enterprise solution
will provide a unified backup and recovery solution across the Managed Service
platforms. The solution will increase backup throughput, decrease the number of
tapes sent to off-site storage, decrease the backup window to a standard 12-hour
period, and reduce impact to production systems. The initiative will also allow unified
billing, simplified cost allocation and capacity planning, and customer visibility across
all platforms.
This initiative requires a one-time capital expenditure with yearly maintenance and
support. The design, configuration and installation of the new unified, enterpriseclass backup solution will be done with the awarded vendor and existing NSRC
Network and Midrange staff. The implementation will be during normal business
hours and agency maintenance windows as required. This enterprise backup
solution will generate efficiencies and cost savings from smaller backup windows,
fewer tapes, reduced off-site storage cost, and increased backup and recovery
performance, and ultimately will provide better service to our hosted agencies.
4) Disaster Recovery
The NSRC currently offers Disaster Recovery (DR) services to a number of its
customers. Over the past year as more agencies consolidate into one of the PDCs,
greater attention has been given to the level of DR services available. Volume of
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need, competing interests and budgetary costs constrain this process. A more
holistic view needs to be taken with regard to how the State of Florida wishes to
provide these services and under what circumstances so that the PDCs can plan
appropriately. This initiative will work collaboratively with the PDCs to engage a
vendor resource to assess the current state, our current capabilities and the future
state with various options including the needs of our customer partners.
A detail plan and costs would be provided as a guideline on how to proceed with our
future planning on DR in general. The return on investment would be in the form of
efficient management process, reduced costs and support of customers/partners DR
requirements.
5) Service Desk Software Tool
In collaboration with the Southwood Shared Resource Center, the NSRC is in the
process of purchasing and implementing an application to support service desk,
change and configuration management functions. The purchase and installation of a
service desk tool is required to replace this administrative support and tracking tool
that had until July 1, 2012 been provided by the Department of Children and
Families. During Fiscal Year 2012, the NSRC migrated from the DCF provided
service desk functions to the NSRC. Traditionally, the NSRC has utilized, through an
MOU, the DCF service desk and associated DCF staffing to manage service desk
calls. Options for the Service Desk tool range from a cloud solution to an in-house
hosted solution.
The return on investment would be in the form of efficient management, escalation
and resolution of service tickets generated both internally and externally by our
customers/partners. Reporting and analysis of such tickets is also a primary
ingredient to monthly reporting metrics and future resource planning. Future
additional costs might necessitate increased staffing if leveraging of existing
operational staff is insufficient to perform the additional workload.
6) Data Center Performance Up-Time Tracking
As mentioned in Exhibit II, the NSRC implemented a simple process as a starting
point to begin measuring the effectiveness of data center up-time aligning to the
service catalog offerings. In analyzing historical data, started in July 2001, the
performance measures have been skewed and not reflective of the correct
representation of actual up-time and in some cases adversely impacted the reported
up-time. This initiative will engage a vendor who is versed in this field and properly
analyze and define a methodology for what and how to measure resulting in more
accurate information being reported on a monthly and annual basis.
The return on investment would be in the form of increased accuracy in measuring
and reporting up-time of the data center in best practice terms accepted by all NSRC
customers.
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7) SLA Performance Reporting Methodology
This year the NSRC has created a CRM (Customer Relationship Management) office
in response to the increased need to communicate effectively with our
customers/partners as well as to handle the increased number of inquiries and
service requests presented from our customers/partners. With support from a
vendor engagement, a study is being conducted to assess the NSRC’s existing SLA
Performance Reporting Methodology and propose changes to better support industry
standard data center up-time performance tracking.
8) SLA and Customer Relationship Management Assessment and Software
A software product is needed to enhance the ability of the CRM office to effectively
manage, track, report and respond to customer interactions, also using a self-service
portal to provide timely feedback and updates to our customers/partners.
As our customer/partner base increases, the need to track and organize such
interactions becomes apparent and critical to customer/partner satisfaction. The
return on investment would be in the form of efficient management process, reduced
costs and support customers/partners.
9) Data Center Annual Operational Plan
In September 2011, the NSRC presented its first iteration of strategic planning. At
the same time the NSRC introduced its list of Efficiencies/Effectiveness and
Upgrades. During the past year this list has guided the implementation of several
internal initiatives approved by the NSRC Committees and Board. These initiatives
tied back to the LRPP Goals, Objectives and Strategies. As the next iteration in
refining this process, the NSRC is seeking to create a more formal operational plan.
To assist the NSRC in this approach, the NSRC is seeking the assistance of vendor
resources to define/refine existing and/or propose new processes to create greater
awareness of the initiatives, impacts of such initiatives, and implementation plans for
successful and timely implementations balancing against competing agency requests
for service.
The return on investment would be in the form of increased performance and
accuracy in planning and executing internal initiatives, sharing these with our
customers/partners and aligning proper expectations.
10) Additional Agency Data Center Consolidation (DCC) Projects
In FY 2013-14 the Florida Department of Veterans Affairs and the Department of
Legal Affairs are scheduled to join the NSRC through data center consolidation.
Then later in FY 2013-14, the NSRC will see the last of the currently mandated data
center consolidations with the addition of the Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services (DACS). These three additional agencies provide the opportunity
for the addition and alignment of new positions to best augment NSRC capabilities.
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The addition of these new DCC customers will provide increased impetus for
consolidation of platforms/services verses the earlier model of initial consolidation
where the focus was on moving hardware from agency data management facilities to
a single location. However, there was little actual standardization of technologies
and the true benefits of data center consolidation were slow to be realized.
11) Additional Planned Projects beyond the Current Fiscal Year
A list of initiatives the NSRC hopes to initiate and implement in the coming two to five
years has been provided to the Board of Trustees for review and approval. The
following list reflects those projects and/or initiatives that have been approved by the
Board for development into LBRs in coming fiscal years.


Tivoli Endpoint Manager - TEM -Security and Compliance toolset



Enterprise Server Log Management Tools for the Northwood Shared
Resource Center



Smart Refresh – leverage virtualization in server and storage environments
as well as enterprise offerings



Continue to explore and make use of grant opportunities



Enhance NSRC efficiencies and performance levels with cost allocation and
billing streamlining as well as requiring the use of best practices in delivery of
services



UPS Upgrade



Continue to refine vulnerability assessment tools



Foster cloud computing, where appropriate, as a cost effective alternative



Service Desk Support

d. Potential Policy Changes Affecting NRSC
The NSRC will not be eliminating any programs or services in the coming year.
Additionally it has identified only one change that would require legislative action and
which deals with the governance structure for the state’s three primary data centers
(PDC).
Since the Agency for Enterprise Information Technology (AEIT) was defunded and
allowed to lapse in FY 2012-13, it has become increasingly difficult to implement
standards across the Primary Data Centers’ customers and the state’s PDCs
themselves. A statutory organizational change is clearly needed in the coming year to
remedy this and other governance issues within the PDC management system.

e. Potential Issues Affecting the NRSC’s Legislative Budget Requests (LBRs) or
Governor’s Budget Recommendations
In addition to the efficiency projects and initiatives identified above and within the
NSRC’s current fiscal year budget authority, the NSRC has identified additional
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initiatives (see paragraph c) 11) above) that would be funded by assessments to
customer agencies in their monthly bills. The NRSC’s Board of Trustees has recognized
the importance of these initiatives to meeting operational needs of the NSRC and its
customers. However, the Board recognizes the difficulty agencies will have in identifying
any additional funding from base budgets to meet these needs. To that end, the board
has provided conditional approval for each of NSRC proposed LBRs for FY 2013-14;
they have linked approval to the ability of the NSRC to obtain increases in General
Revenue (GR) funding for customer agencies, at a level that is appropriate to match the
identified NSRC LBR funding needs.
In the current economic environment, with
significant revenue shortfalls projected for governments at the national, state and local
levels, it is likely that additional GR, no matter how valid the need, may be difficult to
come by. Accordingly, linking project approval to the availability of new sources of GR
funding may dictate that critical NSRC infrastructure refresh and consolidation projects
will be further postponed, increasing the risks of failure for hardware that is already well
beyond its normal service life.
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Exhibit II - Performance Measures and Standards
Common Core Service Level Agreement (SLA)
With the consolidation of agency data centers, there needed to be a standard way of managing
the Service Level Agreement (SLA). Because some agency data centers use multiple PDCs,
having a common SLA would streamline the SLA process and make transfers easy and
painless.
In July 2010 a group consisting of the Chairs of the PDCs, the Executive Directors of the PDCs,
the Chair of the Chief Information Officer (CIO) Council, and the State CIO requested the three
PDCs collaborate and develop a common core service level agreement. The objective was to
develop a common core service level agreement that all three PDCs could use as a template to
streamline the process. A team from this group worked together to develop a core SLA that
would be consistent across all three PDCs. Additionally, they developed a review process for
input from stakeholders to include review by General Counsel.
As a logical outcome to standardizing on a common core SLA, a review of the individual agency
service needs was initiated to further create standardization of services. The Board of Trustees’
Technical Committee was charged with ensuring the service offerings were accurately and
sufficiently defined, and made recommendations to the Board for any appropriate changes. The
Technical Committee reviewed and approved the changes to the Service Catalog in May 2011.
Following the establishment of clear SLA requirements, the NSRC then implemented a very
simplified methodology to determine uptime of the data center against those SLA requirements.
Unfortunately, this methodology does not specifically define what constitutes a service outage.
Nor does the methodology applied weighting to the number of servers and/or infrastructure
elements that are encompassed within a service and identifies the outage any one of those
devices as an outage in the service. Currently the NSRC is working with a vendor to assist in
the development of industries standard performance measurements.
When completed, this effort will compile industry recognized standards for up-time performance
metrics used across government sector data centers. This will be used to assess the existing
technologies and processes used for NSRC’s infrastructure monitoring, and develop a gap
analysis between NSRC’s current infrastructure monitoring and reporting, and the standard
practices within leading government data centers.
These updated and industry recognized uptime performance standards will define a practical
methodology that properly represents infrastructure performance measurement and reporting,
and assist the NSRC and its board in making informed decisions for processor performance
improvements.
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LRPP Exhibit II - Performance Measures and Standards
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center

Department No.:

Program: Information Technology

Code:

Service/Budget Entity: Northwood Shared Resource Center

Code: 72960100

NOTE: Approved primary service outcomes must be listed first.

Approved Prior
Year Standard
FY 2011-12
(Numbers)
95.00%

Prior Year
Actual FY 201112
(Numbers)
100.00%

Approved
Standards for
FY 2012-13
(Numbers)
99.50%

Requested
FY 2013-14
Standard
(Numbers)
99.50%

Network-to-Network Interface (NNI): Measurement - Scheduled
availability minus the reported out-of-service time divided by
scheduled availability. Out-of-service time is gathered from the
reported unavailable time of network switches, routers and
firewall by NSRC network monitoring tools

99.50%

99.90%

99.50%

99.50%

Other Network Services: Measurement - Scheduled availability
minus the reported out-of-service time divided by scheduled
availability. Out-of-service time is calculated as the time from
receipt of problem notification until resolution as reported by the
NSRC.

99.50%

99.80%

99.50%

99.50%

IBM Processing, Online and Batch: Measurement - Actual
availability minus unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled
availability.

99.50%

99.80%

99.50%

99.50%

Approved Performance Measures for
FY 2012-13
Print Services: Measurement - Number of days on which
documents were printed and mailed in accordance with
Customer requirements divided by the total number of days on
which the documents should have been printed and mailed.

File: LRPP 2013-2014_to_2017-2018-Final with letter.docx
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Approved Performance Measures for
FY 2012-13
Print Management Services: Measurement - Actual availability
minus unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled availability.

Approved Prior
Year Standard
FY 2011-12
(Numbers)
99.50%

99.90%

Approved
Standards for
FY 2012-13
(Numbers)
99.50%

Requested
FY 2013-14
Standard
(Numbers)
99.50%

Prior Year
Actual FY 2011-12
(Numbers)

Managed Server, Linux: Measurement - Actual availability minus
unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled availability.

99.50%

96.10%

99.50%

99.50%

Managed Server, Windows: Measurement - Actual availability
minus unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled availability.

99.50%

99.80%

99.50%

99.50%

Managed Server, Oracle Premium: Measurement - Actual
availability minus unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled
availability.

99.50%

99.80%

99.50%

99.50%

Managed Server, SQL: Measurement - Actual availability minus
unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled availability.

99.50%

99.90%

99.50%

99.50%

Managed Server, UDB: Measurement - Actual availability minus
unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled availability.

99.50%

99.90%

99.50%

99.50%

Backup Services: Measurement - Number of successful, onschedule backups minus number of backups that were
unsuccessful or not on schedule divided by the total number of
backups for the measurement period.

97.00%

99.90%

99.50%

99.50%

Managed Disk Storage: Measurement - NSRC will provide Disk
Storage performance management and 24x7 monitoring of the
storage environment. At any time disk space utilization exceeds
80%, the NSRC will notify the Customer.

80.00%

75.00%

80.00%

80.00%

Managed Tape Storage: Measurement - Week's tapes taken
offsite on schedule minus week's tapes not taken offsite on
schedule divided by total number of weeks in reporting period.

99.50%

99.50%

99.50%

99.50%

Disaster Recovery: Measurement - Number of tests executed
that were evaluated and documented divided by number of tests
executed.

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

File: LRPP 2013-2014_to_2017-2018-Final with letter.docx
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Exhibit III - Performance Measure Assessment
LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Data Center Management
Service/Budget Entity: Print Services
Measure: Number of days on which documents were printed and mailed in accordance with Customer
requirements divided by the total number of days on which the documents should have been printed and
mailed.
Standard: Documents will be printed and mailed in accordance with specific Customer requirements 95%
of the time
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Approved Standard

Actual Performance
Results

Difference
(over/under)

Percentage Difference

95%

100%

over

5%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:

File: LRPP 2013-2014_to_2017-2018-Final with letter.docx
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Data Center Management
Service/Budget Entity: Network (NNI)
Measure: Scheduled availability minus the reported out-of-service time divided by scheduled availability.
Out-of-service time is gathered from the reported unavailable time of network switches, routers and
firewall by NSRC network monitoring tools.
Standard: Service will be available 99.5% of scheduled availability.
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Approved Standard

Actual Performance
Results

Difference
(over/under)

Percentage Difference

99.5%

99.9%

over

0.4%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Data Center Management
Service/Budget Entity: Network (Other Network Services)
Measure: Scheduled availability minus the reported out-of-service time divided by scheduled availability.
Out-of-service time is calculated as the time from receipt of problem notification until resolution as
reported by the NSRC.
Standard: Service will be available 99.5% of scheduled availability
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Approved Standard

Actual Performance
Results

Difference
(over/under)

Percentage Difference

99.5%

99.8%

over

0.3%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Technological Problems
Legal/Legislative Change
Natural Disaster
Target Population Change
Other (Identify)
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission
Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Mainframe Services
Service/Budget Entity: IBM Processing – Online and Batch
Measure: Actual availability minus unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled availability
Standard: Mainframe hardware, Mainframe Operating System, Transaction Manager System software
and Database Management system software will be available 99.5% of scheduled availability.
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Approved Standard
99.5%

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Actual Performance
Results
99.8%

Difference
(over/under)
over

Percentage Difference
0.3%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Mainframe Services
Service/Budget Entity: Print Management Services
Measure: Actual availability minus unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled availability.
Standard: Third party system software will be available 99.5% of scheduled availability to view and print
captured data on-line. (Example, CA-Dispatch, EOM)
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Approved Standard

Actual Performance
Results

Difference
(over/under)

Percentage Difference

99.5%

99.9%

over

0.4%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Mid-Range Services
Service/Budget Entity: Managed Server – Linux
Measure: Actual availability minus unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled availability.
Standard: The Linux Server will be available 99.5% of scheduled availability.
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Approved Standard
99.5%

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Actual Performance
Results
96.1%

Difference
(over/under)
under

Percentage Difference
3.4%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Mid-Range Services
Service/Budget Entity: Managed Server – Windows Services
Measure: Actual availability minus unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled availability.
Standard: The Windows Server will be available 99.5% of scheduled availability.
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Approved Standard
99.5%

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Actual Performance
Results
99.8%

Difference
(over/under)
over

Percentage Difference
0.3%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Database Services
Service/Budget Entity: Managed Server – Oracle Database
Measure: Actual availability minus unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled availability.
Standard: The Oracle Database will be available 99.5% of scheduled availability
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Approved Standard

Actual Performance
Results

Difference
(over/under)

Percentage Difference

99.5%

99.8%

over

0.3%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Technology
Personnel
Other (Identify)
Recommendations:
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Database Services
Service/Budget Entity: Managed Server – SQL
Measure: Actual availability minus unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled availability.
Standard: The SQL Database will be available 99.5% of scheduled availability.
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Approved Standard
99.5%

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Actual Performance
Results
99.9%

Difference
(over/under)
over

Percentage Difference
0.4%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Database Services
Service/Budget Entity: Managed Server – UDB
Measure: Actual availability minus unscheduled downtime divided by scheduled availability.
Standard: The UDB Database will be available 99.5% of scheduled availability
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Approved Standard
99.5%

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Actual Performance
Results
99.9%

Difference
(over/under)
over

Percentage Difference
0.4%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Storage Management
Service/Budget Entity: Backup Services
Measure: Number of successful, on-schedule backups minus number of backups that were unsuccessful
or not on schedule.
Standard: 97% of system backups will run successfully on schedule.
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Approved Standard
97%

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Actual Performance
Results
99%

Difference
(over/under)
over

Percentage Difference
2%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Storage Management
Service/Budget Entity: Managed Disk Storage
Measure: NSRC will provide Disk Storage performance management and 24x7 monitoring of the storage
environment. At any time disk space utilization exceeds 80%, the NSRC will notify the customer/
Standard: Disk space utilization below 80%.
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Approved Standard

Actual Performance
Results

Difference
(over/under)

Percentage Difference

Below 80%

75%

over

5%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Storage Management
Service/Budget Entity: Managed Tape Storage
Measure: Weeks taken offsite on schedule minus weeks not taken offsite on schedule divided by total
number of weeks in reporting period.
Standard: Tapes will be taken offsite on schedule.
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Approved Standard

Actual Performance
Results

Difference
(over/under)

Percentage Difference

100%

97.9%

under

2.1%

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:
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LRPP Exhibit III: PERFORMANCE MEASURE ASSESSMENT
Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Disaster Recovery
Service/Budget Entity: Disaster Recovery
Measure: Number of tests executed that were evaluated and documented divided by number of tests
executed.
Standard: 100% of all disaster recovery tests will be evaluated and documented.
Action:
Performance Assessment of Outcome Measure
Performance Assessment of Output Measure
Adjustment of GAA Performance Standards

Revision of Measure
Deletion of Measure

Approved Standard

Actual Performance
Results

Difference
(over/under)

100%

100%

equal

Percentage Difference

Factors Accounting for the Difference:
Internal Factors (check all that apply):
Personnel Factors
Competing Priorities
Previous Estimate Incorrect

Staff Capacity
Level of Training
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
External Factors (check all that apply):
Resources Unavailable
Legal/Legislative Change
Target Population Change
This Program/Service Cannot Fix the Problem
Current Laws Are Working Against the Agency Mission

Technological Problems
Natural Disaster
Other (Identify)

Explanation:
Management Efforts to Address Differences/Problems (check all that apply):
Training
Personnel

Technology
Other (Identify)

Recommendations:
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Exhibit IV - Performance Measure Validity and Reliability

Department: Northwood Shared Resource Center
Program: Information Technology
Service/Budget Entity: Northwood Shared Resource Center (BE 72960100)
Measure: All data center performance measures
Action (check one):
Requesting revision to approved performance measure.
Change in data sources or measurement methodologies.
Requesting new measure.
Backup for performance measure.

Data Sources, Methodology and Validity:
The NSRC views data reliability and validity as critically important in the planning and assessment of its
performance. As such, the NSRC makes every effort to improve the completeness and reliability of its
performance information by performing “data scrubs” (routine examination of current and historical data
sets, as well as looking toward the future for trends) to ensure the data relied on to make day-to-day
management decisions are as accurate and reliable as possible.

Reliability:
Seventy percent (70%) of data center metrics gathering and reporting methodology is mature and the
remaining 30% is managed by exception. That is to say, data collection is primarily a manual process for
that remaining 30%. The NSRC's goal is to acquire tools (when funds become available) to automate
these manual collection and reporting processes.
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Exhibit V - Associated Activities Contributing to Performance Measures

Exhibit V: Identification of Associated Activity Contributing to Performance
Measures
Measure
Number

Approved Performance Measures for
FY 2012-13

Associated Activities Title

1.

Percentage of documents printed and mailed

Information Technology
(Computer Operations, Third Party Vendor )

2.

Percentage of scheduled network availability

Information Technology
(Network Services)

3.

Online and Batch Processing

Information Technology
(Mainframe and Database Services)

4.

Online Print Viewing

Information Technology
(Mainframe Services)

5.

Successful Backups

Information Technology
(Midrange Service)

6.

Managed Disk Storage

Information Technology
(Mainframe and Midrange Services)

7.

Managed Tape Storage

Information Technology
(Mainframe and Midrange Services)

8.

Disaster Recovery Testing

Information Technology
(Security, Network, Mainframe, Midrange, Database)

9.

Linux Server Availability

Information Technology
(Midrange Services)

10.

Windows Server Availability

Information Technology
(Midrange Services)

11.

Oracle Database Availability

Information Technology
(Database Services)

12.

SQL Database Availability

Information Technology
(Database Services)

13.

Universal Database DB2 Availability

Information Technology
(Database Services)

Office of Policy and Budget – July 2012
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Exhibit VI – Agency-Level Unit Cost Summary
PROGRAM: NORTHWOOD SHARED RESOURCE
CENTER (NSRC)

FISCAL YEAR 2011-12

SECTION I: BUDGET

0
26,872,519
26,872,519

TOTAL ALL FUNDS GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT
ADJUSTMENTS TO GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT (Supplementals, Vetoes, Budget Amendments, etc.)
FINAL BUDGET FOR AGENCY

SECTION II: ACTIVITIES * MEASURES
Network Services
Network-to-Network Interface

FIXED CAPITAL
OUTLAY

OPERATING

Number of
Units

(1)
Unit Cost

(2)
Expenditures
(Allocated)

171

127.93

21,812

9,627

132.57

1,276,286

External Bandwidth

498,110

0.00

1,181

Computer Services

3,220

46.83

150,788

Database Support

16,955

83.12

1,409,277

2,506

461.54

1,156,772

12,728

195.11

2,483,383

Managed Service - Oracle DB

1,319

386.19

509,379

Managed Service - SQL DB

2,891

109.34

316,098

313

396.04

123,962

Midrange Tier 1 Mgd Disk Storage

8,209,982

0.00

27,288

Midrange Tier 2 Mgd Disk Storage

38,429,230

0.00

121,668

Midrange Tier 3 Mgd Disk Storage

45,651,489

0.00

137,522

IBM - FLA/FSFN Batch Processing

16,914

372.38

6,298,444

IBM - FLA/FSFN TSO Processing

181

717.62

129,583

IBM - FLA/FSFN DB2 Processing

3,911

457.37

1,788,589

IBM - FLORIDA IMS Processing

3,966

989.05

3,922,132

311

848.74

264,339

IBM - WIC TSO Processing

4

1,254.53

5,018

IBM - WIC DB2 Processing

1,067

453.35

483,812

IBM - WIC CICS Processing

1,343

429.44

576,553

IBM Mainframe Disk Storage

1,791,492

0.32

575,985

1,037,315,363

0.00

620,047

Unisys Tape Cartridges

2,551,694

0.06

158,378

Midrange Tape Cartridges

6,829,802

0.09

648,700

IBM Print Services (Pitney Bowes)

82,713

22.61

1,869,888

IBM Print Management (Dispatch)

Managed Server - Linux
Managed Server - Windows

Managed Service - UDB

IBM - WIC Batch Processing

IBM Tape Cartridges

55,798

2.72

151,509

Backup Service, Mainframe

2,895

36.16

104,697

Backup Service, Midrange

3,122

35.15

109,733

12,000

2.73

32,712

333,081

1.07

357,971

Raised Floor Space (unmanaged)
Direct Charges

TOTAL

0
0
0

25,833,504

1,039,015

SECTION III: RECONCILIATION TO BUDGET
PASS THROUGHS
TRANSFER - STATE AGENCIES
AID TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
PAYMENT OF PENSIONS, BENEFITS AND CLAIMS
OTHER
REVERSIONS
TOTAL BUDGET FOR AGENCY (Total Activities + Pass Throughs + Reversions) - Should equal Section I above.
(4)

610,393
610,393

SCHEDULE XI/EXHIBIT VI: AGENCY-LEVEL UNIT COST SUMMARY
(1) Some activity unit costs may be overstated due to the allocation of double budgeted items.
(2) Expenditures associated with Executive Direction, Administrative Support and Information Technology has been allocated based on FTE. Other allocation methodologies could result in significantly different unit costs per activity.
(3) Information for FCO depicts amounts for current year appropriations only. Additional information and systems are needed to develop meaningful FCO unit costs.
(4) Final Budget for Agency and Total Budget for Agency may not equal due to rounding.
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Appendix A: Emerging Technology Evaluation
Emerging technologies are those technologies that have the potential to provide significant
benefits to the NSRC and its customers resulting in efficiencies in operation and cost reduction.
These technologies have been proposed and selected for research and/or pilot studies. This
appendix to the LRPP describes the emerging technologies currently under investigation:
a. Software as a Service (SaaS)

l.

b. Cloud Computing

m. Email Archive/Records
Management

c. Security Tools
d. Data Center Interconnect (DCI)
e. Data Loss Prevention
f.

Data Center Network Fabric

g. Voice over IP (VoIP)

Smart/Thin Terminals

n. Energy Management
o. Virtual Tape Library
p. Document Collaboration Tools
(e.g., SharePoint)

h. Server Virtualization

q. Centers of Excellence
(specializing skills to specific PDC)

i.

Storage Virtualization

r.

j.

Virtual Desktops

s. Mainframe versus Distributed
Computing Environments

k. Data Warehousing

Disaster Recovery

a. Software as a Service (SaaS)
Software as a Service (SaaS) is a broad term used in today’s computing environments
where technology advances have enabled the remote operation and support of various
vendor offered application solutions. These solutions promise to provide business
functionality and support on a broad spectrum of offerings including freedom of the
hardware environments usually through a service.
1) Current Application Computing Environment
At present, most agencies own and operate their various support applications in-house.
They provide for ongoing support and maintenance of those applications through
individual work units and network support staff. In some cases these are supported in
part or in whole by consultant/contractor resources.
In other cases, certain applications are outsourced for operation by vendor services
through individual contracts.

File: LRPP 2013-2014_to_2017-2018-Final with letter.docx
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2) Evaluation of SaaS
SaaS solutions can be very cost beneficial in that the vendor offers a solution that is
shared across many customers thus reducing the overall operating costs returning this
value back to the customer.
The trend continues to multiply and expand on these vendor SaaS solutions which
provide many more options from the traditional development process. Each candidate
for replacement by a SaaS solution must be evaluated on a case by case basis and may
not always be appropriate for use.
SaaS solutions are fundamentally geared around business best practices and typically
are simpler applications of the general rules. While most allow for certain degrees of
customization, the danger lies in over customizing the product beyond its intended
capability thus excluding it for the value of automatic upgrades and releases.
This can result in a much more costly solution overall but would need to be assessed
completely before engaging.
3) Recommendations for SaaS
Pursue SaaS solutions to their fullest extent, but ensure that due diligence is taken to
ensure there are no surprises in expectations and budgeting.
4) Strategies for SaaS



Identify pilot candidates for replacement



Canvass marketplace for potential opportunities and capabilities



Develop a process and procedure for adequate evaluation and ROI (Return on
Investment)



Pilot applications



Develop contracting mechanisms to take advantage of the marketplace in this
space

b. Cloud Computing
Cloud computing refers to vendors offering software solutions through a pre-defined set of
hardware and software constructs utilizing the internet for connectivity. Generally speaking,
these services are developed specifically with the idea of providing these services through
an internet connection where the end-user has no responsibility for any maintenance of the
hardware or software and only requires an internet connection with sufficient bandwidth to
address their particular data needs. These solutions promise to provide business
functionality and support on a broad spectrum of offerings. At the same time, they allow for
minimal customization and enforce standard business practices. Alterations beyond the
File: LRPP 2013-2014_to_2017-2018-Final with letter.docx
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superficial can be expensive and oftentimes reduce the value over time for a shared service
which will not be able to take advantage of automatic upgrades.
1) Current Application Computing Environment
At present, most agencies own and operate their various support applications in-house.
They provide for ongoing support and maintenance of those applications through
individual work units and network support staff. In some cases these are supported in
part or in whole by consultant/contractor resources.
In other cases, certain applications are outsourced for operation by vendor services
through individual contracts.
2) Evaluation of Cloud Computing
Cloud computing solutions can be very cost beneficial in that the vendor offers a solution
that is shared across many customers thus reducing the overall operating costs
returning this value back to the customer. These can also be accessed through any
internet connection allowing greater flexibility to the end-user.
The trend continues to multiply and expand on these vendor cloud computing solutions
which provide many more options from the traditional development process. Each
candidate for replacement by a cloud computing solution must be evaluated on a case
by case basis and may not always be appropriate for use.
Cloud computing solutions are fundamentally geared around business best practices
and typically are simpler applications of the general rules. While most allow for a certain
degrees of customization, the danger lies in over customizing the product beyond its
intended capability thus excluding it for the value of automatic upgrades and releases.
This can result in a much more costly solution overall but would need to be assessed
completely before engaging.
3) Recommendations for Cloud Computing
Pursue cloud computing solutions to their fullest extent, but ensure that due diligence is
taken to ensure there are no surprises in expectations and budgeting.
4) Strategies for Cloud Computing



Identify pilot candidates for replacement



Canvas marketplace for potential opportunities and capabilities



Develop a process and procedure for adequate evaluation and ROI



Pilot applications



Develop contracting mechanisms to take advantage of the marketplace in this
space
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c. Security Tools
The issue of security is significant and involves many aspects and processes. The following
are emerging technologies that assist in the delivery of a secure computing environment.
1) Current Security
The NSRC is nearing completion for implementation and use of two source
authentication to computing resources. Network administration staff uses VPN (Virtual
Private Network) access. VPN access utilizes a random number generator for system
access.
2) Smart Cards
Smart cards provide a microprocessor device on a credit card sized plastic token. This
device can be loaded with data and used for telephone calling, electronic cash
payments, and other applications, and then renewed for additional use. The possibility
may soon exist where smart cards can be used to do the following:



Establish identity when logging on an Internet access provider



Make small purchases at electronic stores



Dial a connection on a mobile telephone and be charged on a per-call basis

Nationally, smart cards are primarily being used to authenticate identity. Some
government programs have begun to issue smart cards as customer identification for
delivery of goods or services. Unlike the common magnetically striped credit card, a
smart card is capable of various storage, encryption, and computing functions. Smart
cards include contact and non-contact versions, and some referred to as ‘remote’ are
being developed with short-range radio capabilities. When used to store a user’s private
signature key, very robust security is possible.
Currently, the industry is centered on several smart card security related technologies,
which include:



Biometrics – Each person has some unique physical characteristic. Biometric
devices are capable of reading certain individual characteristics to varying
degree of accuracy. The most common form of biometric today is the fingerprint
reader. There are several issues that need to be resolved prior to any
implementation of technologies such as fingerprint readers. These would include
improvements in granularity, and improvements in the standards associated with
biometrics. Other types of biometrics include voice pattern/recognition, face
measurement, and retina and iris measurements. Fingerprint, facial, or other
biometric data can be placed on smart cards.



Hardware Tokens – Besides smart cards, there are a number of hardware
tokens that can be used. Some attach to Universal Serial Bus (USB) ports.
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Others, such as Personal Computer Memory Card International Association
(PCMCIA) cards, operate in personal computer slots.



Password Authentication – Passwords are the most widely used form of
authentication. Passwords or Personal Identification Numbers (PINs) are often
used in conjunction with smart cards.

Smart cards should be implemented in any application that will require high-risk
electronic transactions that would require a digital signature. Smart cards can also be
utilized to limit and control access to assets such as vehicles, facilities, phones, and
copy machines.
As an example, as part of the state initiatives to make drivers licenses more secure, the
use of biometrics has been employed as an alternative to password authentication.
3) Encryption, Digital Signatures, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
Encryption and digital signature technologies provide many security services, including
data confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and non-repudiation. Encryption provides
protection of information by scrambling the data to make it unreadable, except to those
who are authorized to do so. Digital signatures substitute a computer algorithm for a
physical signature and affect integrity and non-repudiation of the data in workflow
applications and mail messaging systems. Digital signatures require certificates that are
digital representations of a person or business that has been vouched for electronically
by a third party. The use of digital signatures is a significant business process change
based on the acceptance of a new legal definition of electronic identity that has not
previously existed.
Development of PKIs is the primary reason for the growth of encryption and digital
signature technology. A PKI allows users of an unsecured network (such as the
Internet) to securely and privately share data. A PKI consists of the following:



A certificate authority that issues and verifies digital certificates which includes
the public key information



A registration authority that acts as the verifier of certificate authority before a
certificate is issued



Directories where certificates and public keys are held



A certificate management system

Authorized users can send encrypted messages to someone using the public key. The
recipient can decrypt the message using their private key. Authenticating the sender
can be done if the sender uses his or her private key to encrypt a digital certificate. With
PKI, an electronic transmission by one person can be accepted by another person as
the work of the first person, even if they have never met.
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4) Recommendations for Security
To identify the NSRC’s current and future needs for encryption technology, extensive
analysis of applications, priority needs and security requirements must be conducted.
The NSRC supports the various forms of VeriSign in the PKI implementation. When
implementing PKI solutions the following benefits are tangible:



Increased client and business partner confidence in the NSRC’s commitment to
secure business solutions



Improved protection of critical data assets



Increased transaction speed for those transactions that previously required a
physical signature



More secure information sharing within the NSRC and other agencies



Facilitation of e-commerce applications

Encryption and digital signature technology should be considered with any type of
financial or personnel applications where data is transmitted. Any applications requiring
a secure extranet should also use digital certificates. Use of digital signature
technologies will continue to increase over the next few years as automated workflow
applications continue to be developed and as applications that need to interface with
external partners are required.
All information should be encrypted and utilize PKI to assure confidentiality, integrity,
authentication and non-repudiation.
Additional applications that could use security enhancements would include the Remote
Computing initiative. Any connectivity to the network completed externally should be
authenticated using tokens and smart cards, such as the RSA SecurID product.
5) Strategies for Security



Evaluate Token and Smart Card technology



Review and address security enhancements to IT initiatives



Partner with the other PDCs to develop PKI capabilities in NSRC



Employ software tools for the assessment, detection, control and remediation of
security threats and cyber hardening

d. Data Center Interconnect (DCI)
Data Center Interconnection (DCI) technology is used to extend LAN (Local Area Network)
and SAN (Storage Area Network) connectivity and provide accelerated, highly secure data
replication, server clustering, and workload mobility between geographically dispersed data
centers.
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Current Environment: At present there is no full Layer 2 (bridged) network based DCI
environment in operation at the NSRC. There is Layer 3 (routed) interconnection via MFN
(MyFlorida Network) Common Services.
1) Evaluation of DCI Environment
Data Center Interconnection has implications for redundancy and disaster recovery
within the state of Florida PDC environment. Routed (Layer 3) data center
interconnection is a valid method for load balancing traffic to application that has
redundant application server environments and storage at two different data centers.
The key problems with this method are keeping the two environment’s data in sync and
the cost involved in standing up and maintaining them. Bridged (Layer 2) interconnection
is more suited to supporting virtual application environments, including vMotion, where a
virtual server could exist on hardware at either data center and electronically move from
one data center to another as needed. Again, as with routed method, syncing data is a
concern. Either the data must be replicated to storage at each of the data centers, or if
the storage is at one data center and the virtual server is at the other, then the server
must access it’s storage across the WAN (Wide Area Network) interconnect – which
could introduce significant latency for the application. Another issue with bridged
interconnection is network integrity at each of the data centers. Actions at one data
center could interrupt or degrade performance of servers at the other data center. This
concern would need to be addressed in process and procedure, including some kind of
enterprise change control process.
2) Recommendations for DCI
NSRC should work with the other two PDCs to test bridged DCI.
3) Strategies for DCI



Research DCI systems



Implement evaluation DCI environment in a controlled segment of each data
center network



Implement enterprise change control meeting to coordinate actions on the shared
segment

e. Data Loss Prevention
1) Current Environment
At present there is no network based Data Loss Prevention (DLP) environment in
operation at the NSRC.
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2) Evaluation of DLP Environment
There are several levels of DLP available in the marketplace depending on the goal of
the implementation. If someone wants to know where all confidential or protected data
is in the data center, a host based solution, including deployment to user workstations is
appropriate. That solution could identify, for example, files that contain SSNs (social
security number) on the host and prevent copying that file to removable media or
transfer of the file via FTP (File Transfer Protocol) to anything other than an approved
application server. Another level is networking based DLP. This usually involves a
network appliance inspecting traffic as it leaves the data center. This solution safeguards
protected data from being inappropriately sent in emails, FTPs or other electronic
transmissions.
The main challenges for successful DLP deployment are buy-in and coordination
amongst various staff both in the NSRC and the customer agency. Agency security and
NSRC network staff must implement required policies. Then, agency application
programmers and end-users must be aware of the policies and modify their practices if
they are not in line with those policies. This could incur additional programming costs or
changes in some agency business workflows.
3) Recommendations for DLP
NSRC should implement a network based DLP solution for all customers. The policies
can be customized for each customer. Some may want full blocking while others may
want unblocked but want to know where the data is going.
4) Strategies for DLP



Research DLP systems.



Implement evaluation DLP environment in monitoring mode reporting on suspect
traffic but not blocking

f. Data Center Network Fabric
Data Center Network Fabric technology is a broad term that encompasses the
interconnection of all switches in the data center network to each other. In effect, flattening
the network so that any device on the network can communicate with any other device on
the network over a single hop. This leads to increased performance, better redundancy and
lower latency for application traffic within the data center. Those attributes also lead to the
potential to share the same network connection for both data and storage.
1) Current Environment
At present the data network infrastructure at the NSRC is built on the traditional three tier
hierarchical model with layers for distribution, aggregation, and access. There is also a
separate storage network.
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2) Evaluation of Data Center Fabric Environment
Traffic flows in the data center have changed in a fundamental way. In the past, a
majority of the traffic was north/south; most traffic was between the application server
and the user outside the data center. That model has changed since applications have
grown and gotten more complex. Now with server virtualization, backend database
servers, report servers, backup traffic, as well as clustered application servers, up to 80
percent of traffic is east/west between servers in the data center. Consequently,
lowering latency for that traffic can have significant implications for improving application
performance.
Additionally, the NSRC staff is grappling with a number of specific challenges in the
server environment. For instance, equipping every server and blade server chassis with
a pair of redundant adapters for specific networks such as LANs and SANs and
networks for backup, management, and virtual machine mobility adds to cost and
complexity.
The down side to implementation is twofold. First, current fabric technologies are
proprietary. Other vendor switches would not participate in the fabric, and if it was
plugged into the network, it would act the same as the current architecture and add a
hop to the server connected to it. Second is the cost. Since the architecture is
proprietary, the NSRC would need to replace all the access layer switches with new
ones from the selected
3) Recommendations for Data Center Fabric
NSRC should move to a Data Center Fabric. The benefits are far reaching for the data
center and its customers especially in light of the move to a virtualized server
environment that are heavily dependent on predictable latency and network adjacency in
order to get the full benefit from the technology.
4) Strategies for Data Center Fabric



Research data center fabric technologies from different vendors



Implement a data center fabric test environment and validate performance in the
NSRC



Implement the chosen design

g. Voice over IP (VoIP)
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is the routing of voice conversations over the internet or
any other IP network. Not really an emerging technology, but looked at from two
perspectives as a service offering or implemented for the NSRC in house staff.
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1) Current Environment
DMS (Department of Management Services) offers both premise based (customer
owned) and hosted VoIP PBX (private branch exchange) solutions. If the NSRC were to
make this a service offering, we would build a premise based system configured to
support multiple customers, then apply to DMS to allow the NSRC to offer this hosted
service in direct competition to their hosted offering.
The NSRC network is already transporting VoIP traffic for some customers both in the
Northwood office building and for their telecommuters.
2) Evaluation of VoIP Environment
VoIP allows a user to make telephone calls using an IP network connection. It converts
the voice signal from the telephone into a digital signal that travels over the network and
then converts it back at the VoIP endpoint so a user can speak to anyone with a regular
phone number.
There are many advantages to switching to a VoIP system. Innovation is progressing
much more rapidly for VoIP than traditional telephone service. There is a cost savings
factor especially for moves, additions, and changes. No longer does a technician need
to physically change the phone wiring to tie to a particular office. Additionally, phone
calls between users on the same VoIP network incur no long distance charges even if
the users are in geographically diverse parts of the state. Also, voicemail resets, billing
and auditing tasks are much simplified. There is one major downside to VoIP solutions,
primarily survivability. Under a pure VoIP implementation, if your network connection is
interrupted, a user could lose part or all capability to make phone calls. Besides
redundancy in network connections, hybrid systems are the solution to this problem.
Most installations maintain a gateway at each site for a designed number of connections
to the traditional phone system that will be used in the event of a VoIP failure. There is a
cost for that design that can add substantial cost to a VoIP deployment.
Many agencies in the state are moving, or have already moved, to a VoIP solution for
the reasons stated above. The NSRC itself has not moved to a VoIP solution because
there was no compelling business need or financial case to do so in the past.
3) Recommendations for VoIP
Do not offer VoIP as a service from the NSRC. Instead support agency environments
and DMS’s current offerings.
Review business needs and financials to determine if the NSRC should move to a VoIP
system for its staff.
4) Strategies for VoIP



Research VoIP systems; hosted and in-house
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Audit NSRC phone bills to determine possible savings



Implement a small, but expandable VoIP system using midrange support and
network support as the test areas

h. Server Virtualization
Server virtualization has been an emerging technology used to consolidate server workloads
for several years. It is still an emerging technology that is becoming more popular with cloud
computing enabling the service. Server virtualization continues to evolve and expand on the
capabilities offered and the efficiencies to be gained.
1) NSRC Current Server Virtualization
The NSRC currently supports several server virtualization platforms including VMware
vSphere, Microsoft Hyper-V, and Citrix XenServer. The NSRC made the decision at the
beginning of the data center consolidation initiative to be prepared and knowledgeable of
the top three (3) server virtualization platforms prior to any agencies being consolidated.
This decision was primarily focused on providing the best service to any server
environment being brought into the data center for managed services. The NSRC has
gained considerable knowledge of the various servers’ virtualization platforms and we
are confident that we can move forward with standardization and consolidation into one
platform.
2) Evaluation of Server Virtualization
Cloud Services: The data center is providing cloud services to its partner agencies.
The technology within server virtualization will allow the NSRC to enhance service
offerings to partner agencies. These enhancements include more efficient use of
resources through dense server consolidation farms shared by all partner agencies, selfservice portals allowing partner agencies to provision virtual servers on an as-needed
basis, and capabilities to bill based only on pure usage of service and capacity. The
NSRC will need to continue to evaluate the emerging capabilities of server virtualization
solutions to find the one that offers the features needed to provide these enhancements
at the most cost effective price.
High Availability: As the NSRC prepares to build out shared consolidated server farms
it is very important that the solution is able to provide the level of availability and
reliability needed to meet the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) of our partner agencies.
The top three (3) all provide high availability features but further evaluation is needed to
ensure the data center is standardizing on the platform that provides the high availability
features at the most cost effective price.
Reporting Services: The NSRC is responsible for providing reports to its partner
agencies on a variety of information ranging from capacity to formal SLA metrics. The
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tools needed to provide this information must be included in a server virtualization
solution that has a combination of different users.
3) Summary
While the NSRC is very heavy on the use of server virtualization currently having over
50% of servers running in a virtual environment, it is still an emerging technology that
needs further evaluation from the data center to provide a more efficient and costeffective service to our partner agencies.

i. Storage Virtualization
The modern data center will run in a virtual environment, composed entirely of virtualized
computing, networking and storage elements. The concept of virtualization is nearly as old
as computing itself. It has been applied with various degrees of success to computer
memory access, processing, storage and networking. At its most fundamental level,
virtualization does exist within all of these elements. However, virtualization is now
beginning to be made visible at an external level. Rather than being a tool used to
accomplish a goal for the engineers designing a product, virtualization is now being used to
transform the major elements of information technology (IT). The three core elements of IT
are compute, network, and storage.
1) NSRC Current Storage Virtualization
The NSRC has a wide variety of storage systems currently in use at the data center.
Some of them have bits and pieces of virtualization technology in them but from an
overall perspective the data center has not really engaged in a storage virtualization
model.
2) Storage Virtualization Evaluation
Broadly speaking, a 'storage system' is also known as a storage array or disk array or a
filer. Storage systems typically use special hardware and software along with disk drives
in order to provide very fast and reliable storage for computing and data processing.
Storage systems are complex, and may be thought of as a special purpose computer
designed to provide storage capacity along with advanced data protection features. Disk
drives are only one element within a storage system, along with hardware and special
purpose embedded software within the system.
Storage systems can provide either block accessed storage, or file accessed storage.
Block access is typically delivered over Fibre Channel, iSCSI (internet Small Computer
System Interface), SAS (Serial Attached SCSI), FICON (Fiber Connectivity) or other
protocols. File access is often provided using NFS (Network File System) or CIFS
(Common Internet File Services) protocols.
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Within the context of a storage system, there are two primary types of virtualization that
can occur:
1. Block virtualization used in this context refers to the abstraction (separation) of
logical storage from physical storage so that it may be accessed without regard
to physical storage or heterogeneous structure. This separation allows the
administrators of the storage system greater flexibility in how they manage
storage for end-users.

2. File virtualization addresses the NAS (Network Attached Storage) challenges by
eliminating the dependencies between the data accessed at the file level and the
location where the files are physically stored. This provides opportunities to
optimize storage use and server consolidation and to perform non-disruptive file
migrations.
Virtualization of storage helps achieve location independence by abstracting the physical
location of the data. The virtualization system presents to the user a logical space for
data storage and handles the process of mapping it to the actual physical location. It is
possible to have multiple layers of virtualization or mapping. It is then possible that the
output of one layer of virtualization can then be used as the input for a higher layer of
virtualization. Virtualization maps space between back-end resources, to front-end
resources. In this instance, 'back-end' refers to a LUN (Logical Unit Number) that is not
presented to a computer, or host system for direct use. A 'front-end' LUN or volume is
presented to a host or computer system for use.
The actual form of the mapping will depend on the chosen implementation. Some
implementations may limit the granularity of the mapping which may limit the capabilities
of the device. Typical granularities range from a single physical disk down to some
small subset (multiples of megabytes or gigabytes) of the physical disk. In a block-based
storage environment, a single block of information is addressed using a logical unit
identifier (LUN) and an offset within that LUN known as a Logical Block Address (LBA).
3) Meta-data
The virtualization software or device is responsible for maintaining a consistent view of
all the mapping information for the virtualized storage. This mapping information is often
called meta-data and is stored as a mapping table. The address space may be limited
by the capacity needed to maintain the mapping table. The level of granularity and the
total addressable space both directly impact the size of the meta-data and the mapping
table. For this reason, it is common to have trade-offs, between the amount of
addressable capacity and the granularity or access granularity. One common method to
address these limits is to use multiple levels of virtualization. In several storage systems
deployed today, it is common to utilize three layers of virtualization.
Some
implementations do not use a mapping table and instead calculate locations using an
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algorithm. These implementations utilize dynamic methods to calculate the location on
access rather than storing the information in a mapping table.
4) Input/Output (I/O) Redirection
The virtualization software or device uses the meta-data to re-direct I/O requests. It will
receive an incoming I/O request containing information about the location of the data in
terms of the logical disk (vdisk) and translates this into a new I/O request to the physical
disk location.
For example the virtualization device may:



Receive a read request for vdisk LUN ID=1, LBA=32



Perform a meta-data look up for LUN ID=1, LBA=32, and finds this maps to
physical LUN ID=7, LBA0



Sends a read request to physical LUN ID=7, LBA0



Receives the data back from the physical LUN



Sends the data back to the originator as if it had come from vdisk LUN ID=1,
LBA32

5) Capabilities
Most implementations allow for heterogeneous management of multi-vendor storage
devices within the scope of a given implementation's support matrix. This means that
the following capabilities are not limited to a single vendor's device (as with similar
capabilities provided by specific storage controllers) and are in fact possible across
different vendors' devices.
6) Replication
Data replication techniques are not limited to virtualization appliances and as such are
not described here in detail. However, most implementations will provide some or all of
these replication services.
When storage is virtualized, replication services must be implemented above the
software or device that is performing the virtualization. This is true because it is only
above the virtualization layer that a true and consistent image of the logical disk (vdisk)
can be copied. This limits the services that some implementations can implement or
makes them seriously difficult to implement. If the virtualization is implemented in the
network or higher, this renders any replication services provided by the underlying
storage controllers useless.



Remote data replication for disaster recovery synchronous mirroring where I/O
completion is only returned when the remote site acknowledges the completion;
applicable for shorter distances (<200 km)
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Asynchronous Mirroring where I/O completion is returned before the remote site
has acknowledged the completion. Applicable for much greater distances (>200
km)



Point-In-Time Snapshots to copy or clone data for diverse uses when combined
with thin provisioning enables space-efficient snapshots

7) Pooling
The physical storage resources are aggregated into storage pools, from which the
logical storage is created. More storage systems, which may be heterogeneous in
nature, can be added as and when needed, and the virtual storage space will scale up
by the same amount. This process is fully transparent to the applications using the
storage infrastructure.
8) Disk Management
The software or device providing storage virtualization becomes a common disk
manager in the virtualized environment. Logical disks (vdisks) are created by the
virtualization software or device and are mapped (made visible) to the required host or
server, thus providing a common place or way for managing all volumes in the
environment.
Enhanced features are easy to provide in this environment:



Thin provisioning to maximize storage utilization - this is relatively easy to
implement as physical storage is only allocated in the mapping table when it is
used



Disk expansion and shrinking - more physical storage can be allocated by adding
to the mapping table (assuming the using system can cope with online
expansion)



Similarly disks can be reduced in size by removing some physical storage from
the mapping (uses for this are limited as there is no guarantee of what resides on
the areas removed)

9) Benefits
Non-disruptive Data Migration
One of the major benefits of abstracting the host or server from the actual storage is
the ability to migrate data while maintaining concurrent I/O access.
The host only knows about the logical disk (the mapped LUN) and so any changes to
the meta-data mapping is transparent to the host. This means the actual data can
be moved or replicated to another physical location without affecting the operation of
any client. When the data has been copied or moved, the meta-data can simply be
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updated to point to the new location, therefore freeing up the physical storage at the
old location.
The process of moving the physical location is known as data migration. Most
implementations allow for this to be done in a non-disruptive manner which is
concurrent while the host continues to perform I/O to the logical disk (or LUN).
The mapping granularity dictates how quickly the meta-data can be updated, how
much extra capacity is required during the migration, and how quickly the previous
location is marked as free. The smaller the granularity the faster the update, less
space required and quicker the old storage can be freed up.
There are many day to day tasks a storage administrator has to perform that can be
simply and concurrently performed using data migration techniques:



Moving data off an over-utilized storage device



Moving data onto a faster storage device as needs require



Implementing an Information Lifecycle Management policy



Migrating data off older storage devices (either being scrapped or off-lease)

10) Improved Utilization
Utilization can be increased by virtue of the pooling, migration, and thin provisioning
services. When all available storage capacity is pooled, system administrators no
longer have to search for disks that have free space to allocate to a particular host or
server. A new logical disk can be simply allocated from the available pool or an
existing disk can be expanded. Pooling also means that all the available storage
capacity can potentially be used. In a traditional environment, an entire disk would
be mapped to a host. This may be larger than is required, thus wasting space. In a
virtual environment, the logical disk (LUN) is assigned the capacity required by the
using host.
Storage can be assigned where it is needed at that point in time, reducing the need
to guess how much a given host will need in the future. Using thin provisioning, the
administrator can create a very large thin provisioned logical disk, thus the using
system thinks it has a very large disk from day one.
11) Fewer Points of Management
With storage virtualization, multiple independent storage devices, even if scattered
across a network, appear to be a single monolithic storage device and can be
managed centrally. However, traditional storage controller management is still
required. That is, the creation and maintenance of RAID (Redundant Array of
Independent Disks) arrays including error and fault management.
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12) Risks
Backing out a Failed Implementation
Once the abstraction layer is in place, only the virtualizer knows where the data
actually resides on the physical medium. Backing out of a virtual storage
environment therefore requires the reconstruction of the logical disks as contiguous
disks that can be used in a traditional manner. Most implementations will provide
some form of back-out procedure and with the data migration services it is at least
possible but time consuming.
Interoperability and Vendor Support
Interoperability is a key enabler to any virtualization software or device. It applies to
the actual physical storage controllers and the hosts, their operating systems, multipathing software and connectivity hardware. Interoperability requirements differ
based on the implementation chosen. For example, virtualization implemented
within a storage controller adds no extra overhead to host based interoperability but
will require additional support of other storage controllers if they are to be virtualized
by the same software.
Switch based virtualization may not require specific host interoperability if it uses
packet cracking techniques to redirect the I/O.
Network based appliances have the highest level of interoperability requirements as
they have to interoperate with all devices, storage and hosts.
13) Complexity
Complexity Affects Several Areas:


Management of environment: Although a
benefits from a single point of logical
management, the physical storage must
determination and fault isolation can also
abstraction layer.



Infrastructure design: Traditional design ethics may no longer apply.
Virtualization brings a whole range of new ideas and concepts to think about.



The software or device itself: Some implementations are more complex to
design and code; network based, especially in-band (symmetric), actually
handle the I/O requests so latency becomes an issue.

virtual storage infrastructure
disk and replication service
still be managed. Problem
become complex, due to the

Meta-data Management
Information is one of the most valuable assets in today's business environments.
Once virtualized, the meta-data are the glue in the middle. If the meta-data are lost,
so is all the actual data as it would be virtually impossible to reconstruct the logical
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drives without the mapping information. Any implementation must ensure its
protection with appropriate levels of back-ups and replicas. It is important to be able
to reconstruct the meta-data in the event of a catastrophic failure.
The meta-data management also has implications on performance.
Any
virtualization software or device must be able to keep all the copies of the meta-data
atomic and quickly updateable. Some implementations restrict the ability to provide
certain fast update functions, such as point-in-time copies and caching where superfast updates are required to ensure minimal latency to the actual I/O being
performed.
Performance and Scalability
In some implementations the performance of the physical storage can actually be
improved mainly due to caching. Caching however requires the visibility of the data
contained within the I/O request so is limited to in-band and symmetric virtualization
software and devices. However, these implementations also directly influence the
latency of an I/O request (cache miss) due to the I/O having to flow through the
software or device. Assuming the software or device is efficiently designed this
impact should be minimal when compared with the latency associated with physical
disk accesses.
Due to the nature of virtualization, the mapping of logical to physical requires some
processing power and lookup tables. Therefore every implementation will add some
small amount of latency. In addition to response time concerns, throughput has to
be considered. The bandwidth into and out of the meta-data lookup software directly
impacts the available system bandwidth. In asymmetric implementations, where the
meta-data lookup occurs before the information is read or written, bandwidth is less
of a concern as the meta-data are a tiny fraction of the actual I/O size. In-band,
symmetric flow through designs are directly limited by their processing power and
connectivity bandwidths.
Most implementations provide some form of scale-out model where the inclusion of
additional software or device instances provide increased scalability and potentially
increased bandwidth. The performance and scalability characteristics are directly
influenced by the chosen implementation.
14) Implementation Approaches
There are three main implementation approaches:


Host-based



Storage device-based



Network-based
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Host-based
Host-based virtualization requires additional software running on the host as a
privileged task or process. In some cases volume management is built-in to the
operating system and in other instances it is offered as a separate product. Volumes
(LUNs) presented to the host system are handled by a traditional physical device
driver. However, a software layer (the volume manager) resides above the disk
device driver intercepts the I/O requests and provides the meta-data lookup with I/O
mapping.
Most modern operating systems have some form of logical volume manager built-in
(Logical Volume Manager [LVM] in UNIX/Linux; Logical Disk Manager [LDM] in
Windows), that perform virtualization tasks.
Note: Host based volume managers were in use long before the term storage
virtualization had been coined.
Pros


No additional hardware or infrastructure requirements



Simple to design and code



Supports any storage type



Improves storage utilization without thin provisioning restrictions

Cons


Storage utilization optimized only on a per host basis



Replication and data migration only possible locally to that host



Software is unique to each operating system



No easy way of keeping host instances in sync with other instances



Traditional data recovery following a server disk drive crash is impossible



Specific examples



Technologies: Logical volume management



File systems (e.g., links, CIFS [Common Internal File System] / NFS [Network
File System])



Automatic mounting (e.g., autosys)

Storage Device-based
Like host-based virtualization, several categories have existed for years and have
only recently been classified as virtualization. Simple data storage devices, like
single hard disk drives, do not provide any virtualization. However, even the simplest
disk arrays provide a logical to physical abstraction, as they use RAID schemes to
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join multiple disks in a single array (and possibly later divide the array it into smaller
volumes).
Advanced disk arrays often feature cloning, snapshots and remote replication.
Generally these devices do not provide the benefits of data migration or replication
across heterogeneous storage, as each vendor tends to use their own proprietary
protocols.
Concept
A primary storage controller provides the virtualization services and allows the direct
attachment of other storage controllers. Depending on the implementation, these
may be from the same or different vendors.
The primary controller will provide the pooling and meta-data management services.
It may also provide replication and migration services across those controllers which
it is virtualizing.
Pros


No additional hardware or infrastructure requirements



Provides most of the benefits of storage virtualization



Does not add latency to individual I/Os

Cons


Storage utilization optimized only across the connected controllers



Replication and data migration only possible across the connected controllers
and same vendor’s device for long distance support



Downstream controller attachment limited to vendor’s support matrix



I/O latency: non cache hits require the primary storage controller to issue a
secondary downstream I/O request



Increase in storage infrastructure resource, the primary storage controller
requires the same bandwidth as the secondary storage controllers to
maintain the same throughput

Network-based
Storage virtualization operating on a network based device (typically a standard
server or smart switch) and using iSCSI or FC (Fibre channel) networks to connect
as a SAN. These types of devices are the most commonly available and
implemented form of virtualization.
The virtualization device sits in the SAN and provides the layer of abstraction
between the hosts performing the I/O and the storage controllers providing the
storage capacity.
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Pros


True heterogeneous storage virtualization



Caching of data (performance benefit) is possible when in-band



Single management interface for all virtualized storage



Replication services across heterogeneous devices

Cons


Complex interoperability matrices limited by vendor’s support



Difficult to implement fast meta-data updates in switched-based devices



Out-of-band requires specific host based software



In-band may add latency to I/O



In-band the most complication to design and code

Appliance-based versus Switch-based
There are two commonly available implementations of network based storage
virtualization, appliance-based and switch-based. Both models can provide the
same services, disk management, meta-data lookup, data migration and replication.
Both models also require some processing hardware to provide these services.
Appliance-based devices are dedicated hardware devices that provide SAN
connectivity of one form or another. These sit between the hosts and storage and, in
the case of in-band (symmetric) appliances, can provide all of the benefits and
services discussed here. I/O requests are targeted at the appliance itself, which
performs the meta-data mapping before redirecting the I/O by sending its own I/O
request to the underlying storage. The in-band appliance can also provide caching
of data; most implementations provide some form of clustering of individual
appliances to maintain an atomic view of the meta-data as well as cache data.
Switch-based devices, as the name suggests, reside in the physical switch hardware
used to connect the SAN devices. These also sit between the hosts and storage but
may use different techniques to provide the meta-data mapping, such as packet
cracking to snoop on incoming I/O requests and perform the I/O redirection. It is
much more difficult to ensure atomic updates of meta-data in a switched environment
and services requiring fast updates of data and meta-data may be limited in switched
implementations.
In-band versus Out-of-band
In-band, also known as symmetric, virtualization devices actually sit in the data path
between the host and storage. All I/O requests and their data pass through the
device. Hosts perform I/O to the virtualization device and never interact with the
actual storage device. The virtualization device in turn performs I/O to the storage
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device. Caching of data, statistics about data usage, replications services, data
migration and thin provisioning are all easily implemented in an in-band device.
Out-of-band, also known as asymmetric, virtualization devices are sometimes called
meta-data servers. These devices only perform the meta-data mapping functions.
This requires additional software in the host which knows to first request the location
of the actual data. Therefore an I/O request from the host is intercepted before it
leaves the host; a meta-data lookup is requested from the meta-data server (this
may be through an interface other than the SAN) which returns the physical location
of the data to the host. The information is then retrieved through an actual I/O
request to the storage. Caching is not possible as the data never passes through the
device.
Summary
The new data center required to deliver ITaaS (Information Technology as a Service)
and cloud computing requires virtualized components at its foundation. Without
virtualized computing, networking, and storage administrators will be unable to meet
the dynamic demands of their customers without over-provisioning, over-charging, or
both. The success of virtualized computing is now seen by nearly everyone as a
transformational event. However, without virtualized servers, networks, and storage;
data centers will continue to operate inefficiently. The next wave of transformation
begins with the use of virtualized storage.

j. Virtual Desktops
Desktop virtualization separates a personal computer desktop environment from a physical
machine using the client server model of computing. Virtual desktop infrastructure is the
server computing model enabling desktop virtualization, encompassing the hardware and
software systems required to support the virtualized environment.
1) NSRC Current Desktop Virtual Desktops
The NSRC is currently piloting using virtual desktops for its internal staff and gaining
knowledge on the use of virtual desktops both from an end-user and service provider
perspective. It is anticipated that as Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) evolves it will
emerge as a service being requested of the PDCs. As the state continues data center
consolidation and more and more of the agencies consolidate their file servers in the
data center, it will become easier to justify and support the use of some form of virtual
desktop or thin computing.
2) Virtual Desktop Evaluation
Many enterprise-level implementations of this technology store the resulting virtualized
desktop on a remote central server instead of on the local storage of a remote client;
thus, when users work from their local machine, all of the programs, applications,
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processes, and data used are kept on the server and run centrally. This allows users to
run operating systems and execute applications from a smartphone or thin client (such
as a tablet or notebook) which exceed the user hardware's ability to run.
A simple use for desktop virtualization involves remote administration where the
controlling computer will work almost the same as on a duplicate desktop, except that
the actions of the controlling computer may be almost unnoticeable on the remote
computer display. This differs from simple remote desktop software in that several
people can use the same controlling computer at once without disturbing each other’s
work. This could be useful for several administrators doing different tasks on the same
server. It can also be used for hardware attached to the controlled computer without
disturbing a person who may already be using the computer.
However, a major use spreads the resources of one machine to several users. In some
cases one can buy one large computer (or server) and several thin clients or dumb
terminals, rather than purchasing a complete computer for each physical workstation.
The controlling thin-client computers need only enough resources to run the remote
controlling software, therefore virtualization can provide a very simple and cheap
computing system. Users of such a thin client or dumb terminal may not even know that
their software actually runs on another computer. If one already has enough computers,
but they are not powerful enough, only one new computer may be needed with the old
ones re-usable as thin clients.
3) Advantages and Disadvantages
The shared resources model inherent in desktop virtualization offers advantages over
the traditional model, in which every computer operates as a completely self-contained
unit with its own operating system, peripherals, and application programs. Overall
hardware expenses may diminish as users can share resources allocated to them on an
as-needed basis. Virtualization potentially improves the data integrity of user information
because all data can be maintained and backed-up in the data center.
Pros


simpler provisioning of new desktops



reduced downtime in the event of server or client hardware-failures



lower cost of deploying new applications



desktop image-management capabilities



longer refresh cycle for client desktop infrastructure



secure remote access to an enterprise desktop environment

Limitations of desktop virtualization include:


potential security risks if the network is not properly managed



challenges in setting up and maintaining drivers for printers and other peripherals
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difficulty in running certain complex applications (such as multimedia)



increased downtime in the event of network failures, which can be prevented by
the use of a clustered file system



reliance on connectivity to corporate or public network



complexity and high costs of VDI deployment and management

4) There are essentially three models for VDI operation:


Hosted (delivered as a service)



Centralized



Remote (also known as untethered)

Both Hosted and Centralized models rely upon a constant network or internet connection
to the server where the VDI instance is running. This model is similar in concept to thin
clients, in that the client device only displays the virtual desktop. For this reason, a
constant network connection is required. The Remote model allows users to copy a VDI
instance to a system, and then run the virtual desktop without a connection. This disconnected or untethered mode of operation has its own set of advantages and
disadvantages compared to traditional desktops and centralized VDI desktops.
Hosted virtual desktops result from desktop virtualization services provided through a
centralized computing resource provider (for instance a PDC). Hosted virtual desktop
services generally include a managed desktop client operating-system configuration.
Security may be physical through a local storage-area network or virtual through data
center policies. Transferring information technology infrastructure to a hosted services
model can shift accounting for the associated costs from capital expenses to operating
expenses.
According to a report by Gartner, hosted services accounted for more than 500,000
desktop units as of March 2009, but will grow to 49 million desktop units by 2013, and
may make up as much as 40% of the worldwide "professional PC market" by revenue.
With this model, all VDI instances are hosted on one or more centralized servers. Data
is maintained on storage systems attached to the centralized servers. For this model,
there are two modes for VDI, static (also called persistent) and dynamic (also called nonpersistent).
In static mode, there is a one-to-one mapping of a desktop to a user. That is, each user
gets a unique desktop and the desktop image must be managed and maintained.
In a dynamic mode, there is often a master image of the desktop stored; all user data is
stored separately from the desktop. When a user logs in and requests a desktop, a VM
(Virtual Machine) that is cloned from the master image is combined with his personal
data and applications.
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Remote VDI instances take the concept of a centralized VDI image that is maintained by
an IT department and adds the ability to work while disconnected from a central server
or internet. An image is copied to a local system, where it may run without requiring a
network connection. Images are checked out for a period of time and typically need to be
refreshed periodically. The local system typically runs an operating system, along with a
hypervisor, which in turn runs the VDI instance. Thus, this model requires more local
CPU (Central Processing Unit), memory and disk space than alternative forms of VDI.
Additionally, security and other issues can be of greater concern for this model.
However, this model enables traveling and other highly mobile users to utilize virtual
desktops without network connectivity restraints.
One of the primary concerns for companies implementing desktop virtualization (or VDI
projects) is to understand the information technology requirements. Virtualization
software vendors typically provide sizing guidelines and reference architectures, along
with total cost of ownership calculators and other tools, to help decide what the cost
implications will be for deploying virtual desktop infrastructure.
The system CPU and memory requirements may be calculated using a specific vendor's
reference architecture or sizing guideline. Typically it is possible to over provision the
CPU resources, thereby allocating 20 or 30 virtual desktop instances for a system with
only 8 or 16 physical CPUs. A common amount of RAM required for a virtual desktop
instance is 1 or 2 GB of physical memory, although this varies based on workload,
applications, operating system and other factors.
The networking requirements, both between servers and clients running VDI images
along with internal server-to-server networks and storage networks, are all
considerations which also must be configured properly. Networking requirements can
vary significantly, depending primarily upon the size of the server used to host the VDI
sessions. For very large systems it is common to utilize multiple 1 GB Ethernet LAN
connections, with additional multiple 8 GBs FC SAN storage connections.
The impact of VDI on storage can be significant. Additionally, it can be difficult to
understand the performance impact that a VDI deployment will have on storage
systems. The primary focus of deployment guidelines regarding storage is how to
calculate storage capacity requirements. Storage can play a significant role in the
overall performance of VDI. There are several storage technologies which can have a
significant beneficial impact on VDI performance.
5) Summary
The NSRC is forward looking at this technology both internally and externally. The
resources are already being consolidated into the data center that makes the case for
further examination of this technology. The NSRC sees virtual desktops as another
opportunity to offer a cost-efficient service to our partner agencies and increase
productivity for workers across the state.
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k. Data Warehousing
Traditional relational databases are typically normalized to facilitate the business processes
they were designed to support. Additionally, traditional databases are available for users to
perform editing, updating and reporting.
The Data Warehouse or Data Mart is typically a read only aggregation of data from various
sources including traditional relational database.
1) Current Data Warehousing Environment
States have been moving forward within this area. Warehouses will integrate data from
the various management systems to provide access to data across a broad spectrum of
non-technical users. These types of initiatives will also require the creation and use of
data standards within the state to ensure consistency, including data classification to
address security access and use. State agencies are utilizing this technology in varying
degrees. What is missing in the equation is a commitment to full data integration,
naming standards and data classification on a state wide level
2) Evaluation of Data Warehousing
The main purpose of the data warehouse/data mart is to allow users to view data from
any perspective, increasing productivity of business managers, developer and the entire
organization. Benefits include the flexibility of users to combine data in any order,
display data at any level of aggregation, and show results over several time periods.
These tasks can be accomplished quickly and reduce the cost associated with
accessing and manipulating data.
Data warehouses/data marts are specifically optimized for OLAP (On-line Analytical
Processes) transactions. OLAP tools allow for connectivity to these large volumes of
data to create knowledge and to facilitate ‘what if” scenarios to provide business
intelligence. OLAP describes a class of technologies that are designed for live, ad hoc
data access and analysis.
Significant differences exist in OLAP products that are available in today’s markets.
Some offer only basic, simple dimensions without hierarchies or special data types.
Other products offer sophisticated dimensions with multiple hierarchies, rich data types,
and an array of other capabilities.
3) Recommendations for Data Warehousing/Marts
NSRC will continue to support the development of these data warehouses and work with
member agencies to expand their use as needed.
4) Strategies for Data Warehousing/Marts


Continue to work with agencies to develop support data marts
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Develop expertise in business intelligence tools/business objects



Continue developing management systems data warehouse



Continue developing data survey data warehouse

l. Smart/Thin Terminals
A thin client, or Windows based terminal, is a specific-function device used to gain access to
server-based applications.
1) Current Environment
There is limited use of this technology across agencies.
2) Evaluation of Environment
The thin client or Windows based terminal environment is typically designed strictly to
use in a Citrix metaframe or Windows terminal services environment. The advantage of
this environment is the savings in cost in administration and management of the client. If
a client fails, typically a replacement is much cheaper and quicker to install than a fat
client or desktop personal computer (PC), thus reducing the total cost of ownership.
In addition to cost per device, the user interface on a client can be locked-down. This
restricts users from making any system changes and preventing installation of
unauthorized applications, reducing management of the systems to qualified personnel.
Thin terminals also have a higher life expectancy as a result of less parts and heat
generation.
The drawback to thin client technology is twofold. First, the device is limited by the size
of the firmware installed to house the desktop client. If an upgrade exceeds the size
limits of the current firmware, a physical hardware swap must be made. In addition,
remote access is through software that is somewhat cumbersome to use and can been
problematic.
3) Recommendations
While thin clients bring many benefits, it also relies heavily upon the capability of the
network to reduce latency and upon the server to be properly managed and
administrated. Since the majority of processing in this environment occurs at the server,
the server will need to be sized with enough capability to handle multi thread
connections, run the applications, and allocate resources as needed. Licensing and
administration of applications also need to be carefully planned and efficiently managed.
The server should also be supported in a redundant environment, reducing it as a single
source of failure.
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m. Energy Management
Energy usage at a data center is perhaps the greatest challenge to master and measure
while systems are operational. As more energy efficient hardware is introduced into the
data center, consolidation efforts and expansion continues making it very difficult to
measure the return on investment and often times results in cost avoidance. Technology
hardware in general has seen great strides in the energy reduction arena. However,
typically data centers are hard pressed to muster budget authority to fully exploit these
options. Existing equipment is stretched to the limit and typically operated after its
recommended end of life. Significant advances have also been made in the software
technology used to measure energy efficiency which carries an associated cost.
1) Current Computing Environment
Most data centers operate equipment an average of four to seven years. Most
technology equipment that is older than three years have a less efficient energy rating
which results in higher operating costs. The NSRC is fairly consistent with the industry
statistical balance and in some cases is behind on the equipment it operates and
maintains. For example the tape libraries and storage devices are past their effective
shelf-life. While this equipment is fairly stable, they do increase the risks exponentially
the longer the equipment is operated.
2) Evaluation of Energy Management
Older equipment consumes more energy from an electrical draw perspective as well as
associated cooling cost. In the last year, the NSRC has installed a number of cooling
towers which have reduced the cost of operation considerably; however, an investment
would be needed to continue this trend. New server technology also lends itself to
significantly smaller footprints, less energy usage and reduced cooling requirements.
3) Recommendations for Energy Management
The NSRC will focus on the latest technology with the most energy efficient rating of
equipment when considering a refresh or new install as well as continue the trend to
utilize cooling towers and energy efficient equipment (servers, storage devices,
mainframes, tape libraries).
4) Strategies for Energy Management



Identify pilot candidates for replacement



Canvas marketplace for potential opportunities and capabilities



Develop a process and procedure for adequate evaluation and ROI



Pilot applications



Develop contracting mechanisms to take advantage of the marketplace
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n. Virtual Tape Library
1) Current Computing Environment
At present, the NSRC utilizes a robotic mechanical physical tape library which is almost
fifteen years old. Although the technology is substantially reliable, it has surpassed its
shelf-life/most effective use and hence has significant risk associated with it. Also due to
its age, it is a greater consumer of energy and runs slower.
2) Evaluation of Virtual Tape Library
The virtual tape library is a significant improvement over the robotic system currently in
operation. Less moving parts equate to greater reliability and faster operation which
improve application input/output data handling operations thus improving the response
times of end-user experiences. Less moving parts is directly proportional to reliability
and energy usage.
3) Recommendations for Virtual Tape Library
The NSRC will pursue virtual tape solutions in favor of physical tape equipment.
4) Strategies for Virtual Tape Library



Canvas marketplace for potential opportunities and capabilities



Develop a process and procedure for adequate evaluation and ROI



Develop contracting mechanisms to take advantage of the marketplace

o. Document Collaboration Tools
State government has become highly dependent on electronic access to records.
Application systems provide significant transactional processing along with inquiry of data.
However, government has become more dependent of general documentation for defining
its planning, business process and support roles, and has a greater dependency of
organizing and accessing this data efficiently. Document collaboration tools exist in the
market place that provides and constructs software for ease of use and sharing with user
defined security levels.
1) Current Computing Environment
At present, most agencies handle documents manually or through the traditional file
folder directory capabilities resident within software on their existing networks. These are
often piecemeal and labor intensive requiring significant effort by the end-user.
Documentation is typically fragmented and ill-organized making it difficult to run efficient
operations.
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2) Evaluation of Document Collaboration Tools
Document collaboration tools can be a great asset to an organization. These are usually
menu driven and can be operated easily by the end-user. Great care is needed in
initially setting up such solutions, ensuring naming standards, document architecture and
daily management of the solution.
Collaboration tools, like any other solutions, can be simple, moderate or robust. For
moderate to robust solutions a commitment must be made by the organization to provide
direction and support of the solution. To maximize the value of such tools, an
investment of training and support must be made by the organization and typically
requires an administrator, quality architects and support staff.
Some tools utilize proprietary formats and make it more difficult to move documents
around in mass after inclusion in the tool. Care should be taken in selecting such tools
in order to get the greatest value out of the tool for the investment made.
3) Recommendations for Document Collaboration Tools
The NSRC will pursue collaboration tool solutions with due diligence to ensure no
surprises in expectations and budgeting. Additional consideration will be given to
offering this as a service to NSRC customers either internally or as a pass through
service.
4) Strategies for Document Collaboration Tools



Identify pilot candidates



Canvas marketplace for potential opportunities and capabilities



Develop a process and procedure for adequate evaluation and ROI



Pilot applications



Develop contracting mechanisms to take advantage of the marketplace in this
space

p. Centers of Excellence (CoE)
Centers of excellence refer to concentrating areas of expertise for the support and delivery
of services.
1) Current Computing Environment
Information technology staff is being challenged on a daily basis to provide excellent
services and often time’s staff is considered a jack-of-all-trades-and- masters-of-none.
While this can work on a smaller scale, specialization is needed when migrating to a
larger scale. Florida is no different as the three PDCs strive to sustain this level of
service.
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2) Evaluation of Centers of Excellence (CoE)
As the NSRC evaluates the support structures as part of the ongoing cooperative efforts
of the PDCs, there are opportunities to exploit and concentrate centers of excellence.
Technology allows for the remote management of equipment and systems across a wide
variety of platforms.
3) Recommendations for Centers of Excellence
The NSRC will pursue centers of excellence as an option to leverage fewer subject
matter experts in the support of various applications, hardware, and software as well as
define a model within the PDC structure that could advantage itself of this approach.
This would be more of an organizational structure change than a budgetary impact.
4) Strategies for CoE



Identify pilot candidates



Review impact



Develop a process and procedure for adequate evaluation and ROI



Pilot approach



Implement change

q. Disaster Recovery
Disaster Recovery (DR) provides continuation of services should a catastrophic event occur
that disrupts the data center to the point of being unable to operate. Advances in technology
and communication allow services ranging from offsite backup to almost instantaneous
failover to a remote site.
1) Current Disaster Recovery
The NSRC currently provides disaster recovery services for its mainframe and midrange
environments utilizing an external DR service provider, SunGard. This process relies on
tape backup files produced on a routine basis filtered offsite and provided to the
recovery service when a disaster event has been designated. DR is offered to all NSRC
customer agencies but not all agencies make use of the DR services offered by the
NSRC for their recovery services as not all equipment is included. Many of the most
recent customer agencies are looking for faster and more effective backup and recovery
that reflects the criticality of their operations.
At present, agencies include only their most critical applications due to the high cost of
recovery services and the limitation of services offered.
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2) Evaluation of Enhanced Disaster Recovery Capabilities
The NSRC realizes that tapes are a single point of failure and that the latency of
recovery affects business continuity. Consequently, the NSRC is working with recovery
service providers to find an enhanced solution. This includes tiers of services, off site
backup, offsite storage, and possible managed services.
With advancements in disaster recovery solutions, state agencies want to leverage
those to provide faster, more cost effective, and more comprehensive disaster recovery
services. Solutions that provide seamless system failover and replication have allowed
businesses and government to abandon legacy labor intensive tape recovery and
complex disaster recovery plans for emerging cloud recovery services, faster replication,
and backup to disk both on and off site.
The NSRC is also working with the other primary data centers to evaluate the feasibility
of reciprocal agreements for backup and recovery. While this solution over time would
be the most cost effective, it would require a large capital investment for startup.
While many options are now available in the marketplace, the cost associated with the
levels of service can be cost prohibitive. Agencies need to review their current business
applications and surrounding processes to determine the best fit and redundancy
requirements based on the urgency to continue operations reliant on information
technology systems. Time frames for recovery often times are directly proportional to
the cost of such services. Business dependency on automated systems will direct these
recovery requirements and a balanced approach will provide the best combination of
services against overall cost.
3) Recommendations for Disaster Recovery
The NSRC will identify solutions that enhance data center strategies and cost effectively.
This will assist with agency expectations for business continuity by working closely with
customer agencies to identify their true DR needs.
4) Strategies for Disaster Recovery



Find a solution that allows the NSRC to offer the highest level of availability to
customer agencies for their most critical applications and a scaled availability
solution for the less critical



Develop a solution that meets targeted recovery objectives and offers the
capability for measuring ROI and enhancing recovery performance



Determine a DR strategy that would allow NSRC the ability to provide a
continuum of services that take advantage of emerging technologies
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r. Mainframe versus Distributed Computing Environments
Mainframe technology has been the cornerstone to most information technology computing
environments representing the greatest horsepower processors and most efficient and
stable environments in the field today. These environments have had multiple decades to
perfect and institute the most sophisticated tools in the marketplace. However, this is not
without a cost.
1) Current Mainframe versus Distributed Computing Environments
The NSRC currently provides support for three separate mainframes.
These
mainframes are devoted primarily to several large customer agency legacy systems.
While the mainframes operate fairly flawlessly and provide robust computing power in
the delivery of large scale transactional services, they have significant associated costs.
Tools available on the mainframe environments are very sophisticated and nearly
foolproof in operation. They provide significant operating efficiency and reporting
statistics. This is an extremely mature environment and hence it is understandable why
the cost factors exist as they do.
2) Evaluation of Mainframe versus Distributed Computing Environments
The trend, primarily driven by cost of ownership (COO) has been to migrate off of these
platforms in favor of the distributed computing environments. While the majority of these
decisions are well grounded and yield significant savings, it should be pointed out that it
may not be the best for the highest critical and highest volume complex calculating
transactional systems where high reliability and horsepower are needed for computing
power. In most applications, the distributed environment provides relief from high
mainframe costs and serves the applications well. With the significant costs comes
some risks in that the distributed environment is not as mature as the mainframe and is
significantly more fragmented due to the combination of technologies and software
needed to deliver the same services. These risks are not insurmountable with qualified
staff and investment in a variety of monitoring and management tools to offset the
complexity of this environment when used correctly. The practical reality is that the
savings target is the greater focus and oftentimes the robust tool sets (which can be
costly) are somewhat marginalized resulting in a more difficult environment to quickly
diagnose when anomalies occur raising the risk of longer and perhaps more frequent
downtimes. In many cases these can be acceptable in light of the savings.
The NSRC is also working with the other primary data centers to evaluate the feasibility
of consolidating some of its mainframe environments to reduce the overall footprint and
cost of ownership.
3) Recommendations for Mainframe versus Distributed Computing Environments
The NSRC will review the current mainframe usage in favor of more cost effective
options and provide consolidation strategies where available when working with NSRC
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customers. The NSRC will also review current operating software for possible
renegotiation on pricing or consider migrating to similar economical software
management options where available.
4) Strategies for Disaster Recovery



Review mainframe usage for proper alignment with business need



Consolidate services and reduce mainframe footprint



Investigate ways of utilizing mainframe to support a distributed computing
environment such as Linux if a cost argument can be made where cost and other
considerations make sense for cost of ownership



Pursue options for costly software management tools
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